
9781922077219
Arrp $19.95 • NZrrp $24.99

Now in paperback.

How did turtle get his shell? Why do young koalas cling 
to their mothers’ backs? How was the mighty Murray 
River created? Ten witty retellings of legends, some of 

them from the Yorta Yorta people, to delight readers of 
all ages.

How Turtle Got His Shell and 
Other Stories

By James Vance Marshall
Illustrated by Francis Firebrace

 7+ years

Walker Books Australia • Pbk • Picture Book
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9781921977558
Arrp $24.95 • NZrrp $27.99

Bogtrotter doesn’t ever stop running, until 
the day he meets the frog.

Every morning Bogtrotter runs across the bog, up 
the bog, down the bog and around the bog until 

it’s time to go home. Sometimes he wishes things 
would change, but he doesn’t know how or what or 
why. Until one afternoon, when he picks a flower for 

the first time in his life...

Bogtrotter
By Margaret Wild

Illustrated by Judith Rossell

 0+ years

Walker Books Australia • Hbk • Picture BookMay 
2015

Classroom Ideas available Australian Creator NZ CreatoreBook available

Classroom ideas and education resources available from Walker Books Classroom: classroom.walkerbooks.com.au

May 
2015

9781925126402
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

New paperback edition!

Ted is a smart dog, with his own jumper. But he 
has lived at the pet store for as long as he can 

remember and nobody seems to notice him. Will 
Ted ever find the perfect place to live?

Ted
By Leila Rudge

 3+ years

Walker Books Australia • Pbk • Picture Book

9781922179876
Arrp $24.95 • NZrrp $27.99

CHUGGA… CHUGGA… CHOO! CHOO! 
THUGGA… THUGGA… All aboard the zoo 

train. Better keep your eyes open – this is a 
crazy zoo!

A boy and his mother ride a train through the zoo, 
unaware that it is being overrun by naughty monkeys, 

who steal hats, scarfs and even cake and popcorn!

Zoo Train
By Sally Sutton

Illustrated by Daron Parton

 3+ years

Walker Books Australia • Hbk • Picture BookJune 
2015

June 
2015

9781406342833
Arrp $24.95 • NZrrp $27.99

A bold, bright and fascinating Nature Storybook 
about one of the world’s most hated creatures 

– the snake!

A bold, bright and fascinating Nature Storybook, by 
award-winning writer and zoologist Nicola Davies, about 

one of the world’s most hated creatures – the snake! 
Perhaps it’s the way they slither, or maybe it’s their slimy, 

scaly skin... whatever the reason, many of us shiver at 
the thought of a snake – and so does the little girl in this 
book. But the rest of her family loves them and as they 
tell her more about snakes she has a change of heart, 

and by the end of the book she loves them too. 

I (Don’t) Like Snakes
By Nicola Davies

Illustrated by Luciano Lozano

 5+ years

Walker Books • Hbk • Non Fiction

9781921720734
Arrp $24.95 • NZrrp $27.99

A special night-time journey to locate a lost toy.

Michael and Monkey Moon are inseparable – especially 
when it’s time for bed. But one night Monkey Moon is 

nowhere to be found and Michael’s search for him goes 
way beyond the toy box. A heartwarming story of love, 

family, determination and hope.

Finding Monkey Moon
By Elizabeth Pulford

Illustrated by Kate Wilkinson

 3+ years

Walker Books Australia • Hbk • Picture BookJuly 
2015

July 
2015

CBCA Notable!



Shaun the Sheep - Tales from Mossy Bottom Farm: 
On the Ball  

By Martin Howard • Illustrated by Andy Janes

9781406358353
Arrp $9.95 • NZrrp $11.99

 5+ years

Walker Entertainment • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction

Shaun the Sheep - Tales from Mossy Bottom Farm:  
Flock to the Seaside

By Martin Howard • Illustrated by Andy Janes
It’s a sunny afternoon on Mossy Bottom Farm, and competition 

between the sheep and the pigs is almost as hot as the weather as 
they play a new game called Piggy Stomp. May the best tail win!

9781406358360 
Arrp $9.95 • NZrrp $11.99

 5+ years
Walker Entertainment • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction

July 
2015

Lily the Elf: The Precious Ring
By Anna Branford

Illustrated by Lisa Coutts
Lily loves the ring she finds in the moss garden. It makes 
a wonderful wading pool. But the ring belongs to a small 

human. Will Lily have to return it?

9781925081046 
Arrp $7.95 • NZrrp $9.99

 5+ years

Walker Books Australia • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction

May
2015

July
2015

Flora & Ulysses: The Illuminated Adventures
By Kate DiCamillo

Illustrated by K. G. Campbell
Now available in paperback! The beloved 2014 

Newbery Medal winner by National Ambassador for 
Young People’s Literature Kate DiCamillo.

Holy unanticipated occurrences! From #1 New York 
Times best-selling author Kate DiCamillo comes a 

laugh-out-loud story filled with eccentric, endearing 
characters and featuring an exciting new format – a 

novel interspersed with comic-style graphic sequences 
and full-page illustrations, all rendered in black-and-white 

by up-and-coming artist K. G. Campbell.

9780763676711
Arrp $14.95 • NZrrp $16.99

Candlewick Press • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction
 8+ years 9780763661458

Arrp $19.95 • NZrrp $22.99
 7+ years

Candlewick Press • Hbk • Illustrated Fiction

Smashie McPerter and the Mystery of Room 11 
By N. Griffin

Illustrated by Kate Hindley
Who stole the hamster from Room 11? A once-happy 
class is set on edge in this humorous, highly relatable 

mystery perfect for middle grade readers.

 The day the hamster disappeared from Smashie McPerter’s 
class began like any other day. Well, except for the fact that 

the teacher was out sick and Smashie’s class was stuck with 
Mr. Carper, the worst substitute in the world. And except for 
the fact that Smashie was wrestling with a terrible problem, 

which only partly stemmed from her extreme aversion to 
hamster feet. As the peaceable and productive days of the 

class of Room 11 turn into paranoia-fueled chaos, Smashie 
and her best friend, Dontel, are forced to the limits of their 

parlor-room detecting to set things right.

May
2015

June 
2015

Hank Zipzer: The Cow Poo Treasure Hunt
by Henry Winkler and Lin Oliver

Love the TV series of Hank Zipzer? Read the book! 
A lively novelization of the top-rated TV show about 
the hilarious adventures of a cheeky, loveable hero 

– as seen on ABC3!

Twelve-year-old Henry “Hank” Zipzer is a smart and 
resourceful boy with a unique perspective on the world.  
In The Cow Poo Treasure Hunt, Hank needs to prove to 

his parents how responsible he is and Miss Adolf’s Camp 
Carnage is just the way to do it. Disaster strikes when he 

is teamed up with his nemesis, McKelty. A muddy field, 
cowpats and Nick McKelty – can life get any worse?!

9781406359725
Arrp $9.95 • NZrrp $12.99

Walker Entertainment • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction

 9+ years 9781406349122
Arrp $13.95 • NZrrp $15.99

 7+ years

Walker Books • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction

Love from Anna Hibiscus 
By Atinuke

Illustrated by Lauren Tobia
The seventh title in this brilliant series about Anna 

Hibiscus, who lives in Africa with her large extended 
family, by a renowned Nigerian storyteller.

 Anna Hibiscus is on holiday with Grandmother and 
Grandfather in the village where they were born. She 

befriends the local children there and teaches them their ABC 
and 123. When Anna goes to market one day and a boy 

steals a banana from her, she runs after him. It turns out that 
the boy is poor; he lives alone. Anna and Sunny Belafonte 

become friends and when Sunny takes ill, it is Anna who 
makes sure he gets the medical help he needs. Happily, 

Grandfather invites Sunny Belafonte to come and live with 
them, and be part of their family.

June
2015

May 
2015

9781406362725
Arrp $12.95 • NZrrp $14.99

 6+ years

Walker Books • Pbk • Illustrated Classic

William Shakespeare’s Plays
Retold by Marcia Williams

Marcia Williams retells Shakespeare’s best-
loved plays in her trademark witty, accessible 

style perfect for younger children.

9781406362732
Arrp $12.95 • NZrrp $14.99

 6+ years

9781406362794
Arrp $12.95 • NZrrp $14.99

 9+ years

A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream

The Tempest

Macbeth

Julius Zebra: Rumble with the Romans!
by Gary Northfield

Madagascar meets Gladiator in a hilarious, exciting 
and action-packed new illustrated chapter book 

series from celebrated cartoonist Gary Northfield.

From a smelly watering hole deep in the heart of the 
Serengeti to the ferocious clamour of the Colosseum, 
join Julius Zebra and his motley menagerie of friends 

as they gear up to be... GLADIATORS! Only if they win 
the love of the Roman crowds will they win back their 

freedom. But do Julius and his pals have what it takes 
to succeed in a world where only the meanest and 

toughest survive?

9781406354928
Arrp $17.95 • NZrrp $19.99

Walker Books • Hbk • Illustrated Fiction
 7+ years

May 
2015May

2015

June
2015

9781406362763
Arrp $12.95 • NZrrp $14.99

 8+ yearsRomeo and Juliet

Lily the Elf: The Midnight Owl
By Anna Branford

Illustrated by Lisa Coutts
Lily is frightened when the midnight owl hoots during the 

night. But Granny isn’t afraid. She thinks the midnight owl 
sounds friendly. Will Lily always be afraid of him?

9781925081053 
Arrp $7.95 • NZrrp $9.99

 5+ years

Walker Books Australia • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction

The Mossy Bottom sheep are at a sheepdog trial by the seaside, but 
the Flock are determined to enjoy the beach instead. Can Bitzer and 

Shaun get them back to the field before the trial starts?



Paper Things
by Jennifer Richard Jacobson

When forced to choose between staying with her 
guardian and being with her big brother, Ari chose 

her big brother. There’s just one problem – Gage 
doesn’t actually have a place to live.

When Ari’s mother died four years ago, she had two final 
wishes: that Ari and her older brother, Gage, would stay 

together always, and that Ari would go to Carter, the 
middle school for gifted students. So when nineteen-

year-old Gage decides he can no longer live with their 
bossy guardian, Janna, Ari knows she has to go with 
him. But it’s been two months, and Gage still hasn’t 

found them an apartment. Will Ari be forced to break one 
of her promises to Mama? 

9780763663230
Arrp $19.95 • NZrrp $22.99

Candlewick Press • Hbk • Junior Fiction
10+ years 9781406361537

Arrp $12.95 • NZrrp $14.99
 9+ years

Walker Books • Pbk • Junior Fiction

Better Nate Than Ever 
By Tim Federle

Billy Elliot meets Glee! Tim Federle’s warm and 
witty debut follows small-town boy Nate as he sets 

off on the biggest adventure of his life in order to 
fulfill his dream of starring on Broadway.

Nate Foster has big dreams. His whole life, he’s wanted 
to star in a Broadway show. (In fact, he’d settle for 

seeing a Broadway show.) With best pal Libby’s help, 
Nate plans a daring overnight escape to New York. Tim 

Federle’s hilarious and touching debut is full of broken 
curfews, second chances and the adventure of growing 
up – because sometimes you have to get four hundred 

miles from your back garden to finally feel at home.

The next mystery in the award-winning Verity 
Sparks series.

Castlemaine, 1880. Verity is on holiday with Papa and her 
friends, but the fun soon comes to an end. A terrible crime 
has been committed. When Verity tries to investigate, her 
gift creates more mysteries than it solves. Why was a red 
glove left at the crime scene? Who is the ghostly woman 

following Verity? Is she connected to the kidnapping? 
Terrible secrets are being revealed. With her friends in 

danger, Verity needs all her courage and skill to solve the 
crime. But is that enough?

Verity Sparks and the Scarlet Hand
By Susan Green

9781921720277
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

10+ years

Verity Sparks is a likeable and charismatic character 
who young girls will love to read about.

Well-researched, history fan Susan Green has 
brought Australia in the 1880s to life - be it a night 

at the opera in Melbourne or a shopping day in the 
gold rush town of Castlemaine.

9781921977886
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

10+ years

The Truth About Verity Sparks

Verity Sparks, Lost And Found

May
2015

July
2015

A Single Stone
by Meg McKinlay

Middle grade fiction with dystopian elements. 
Challenging and thought-provoking; affecting and 

beautifully crafted.

Every girl dreams of being part of the line – the chosen 
seven who tunnel deep into the mountain to find the 

harvest. No work is more important. Jena is the leader 
of the line – strong, respected, reliable. And – as all girls 

must be – she is small; her years of training have seen to 
that. It is not always easy but it is the way of the things. 

But what happens when one tiny discovery makes Jena 
question everything she has ever known? What happens 

when moving a single stone changes everything?

9781925081701
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

Walker Books Australia • Pbk • Junior Fiction
10+ years 9781406356106

Arrp $11.95 • NZrrp $12.99
 7+ years

Walker Books • Pbk • Junior Fiction

The Whale Who Saved Us 
By Nicola Davies

A child, a wild animal – and a life-changing 
encounter. 

Suki and her brother Levi have grown up in the far north of 
Canada, in a town with few prospects for young people. 

When Levi tries to commit suicide, Suki is bundled on to a 
plane bound for Whale Bay, a small village further up the 

coast, where her great grandmother and uncle are waiting 
for her. Expecting to be bored, Suki is surprised by how 

busy she is each day as she helps out with daily jobs like 
ice fishing, dog-sledding and even a whale-hunt! But Levi’s 

life remains in danger and unless Suki can find a reason 
for him to live she will never be able to help him. Could the 

bow head whales of Whale Bay hold the answer?
May
2015

May 
2015

9781406360196
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

 9+ years

9781406360202
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

 9+ years

9781406360219
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

 9+ years

Alex Rider Bk 1: 
Stormbreaker

Alex Rider Bk 2: 
Point Blanc

Alex Rider Bk 3: 
Skeleton Key

9781406360226
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

 9+ yearsAlex Rider Bk 4: 
Eagle Strike

9781406360233
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

 9+ yearsAlex Rider Bk 5: 
Scorpia

9781406360240
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

 9+ years

Walker Books • Pbk • Junior Fiction

9781406360257
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

 9+ years

9781406360264
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

 9+ years

Alex Rider Bk 6: 
Ark Angel

Alex Rider Bk 7: 
Snakehead

Alex Rider Bk 8: 
Crocodile Tears

9781406360271
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

 9+ yearsAlex Rider Bk 9: 
Scorpia Rising

9781406360288
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

 9+ yearsRussian Roulette

Alex Rider
by Anthony Horowitz 

2015 is the 15th Anniversary of Alex Rider!

Featuring exciting new jackets designed 
directly from kids’ feedback. This is Alex Rider 

for the next generation of fans.

May
2015

June
2015

9781922244895
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

Walker Books Australia • Pbk • Junior Fiction

10+ years

Walker Books Australia • Pbk • Junior Fiction



The Unlikely Hero of Room 13B
by Teresa Toten

A beautiful, funny and heart-wrenching story 
of love, brokenness and the purest form of 

bravery: giving in and asking for help.

When Adam meets Robyn at a support group for 
kids coping with obsessivecompulsive disorder, he 

is drawn to her almost before he can take a breath. 
He’s determined to protect and defend her, to 

play Batman to her Robyn, whatever the cost. But 
when you’re fourteen and the everyday problems of 
dealing with divorced parents and step-siblings are 

supplemented by the challenges of OCD, it’s hard to 
imagine yourself falling in love.

9781406362992
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

Walker Books • Pbk • Young Adult Fiction
11+ years 9780763663872

Arrp $19.95 • NZrrp $24.99
14+ years

Candlewick Press •Hbk • Young Adult Fiction

Read Between the Lines 
By Jo Knowles

Does anyone ever see us for who we really are? 
Interlocking stories peer behind the scrim as 

they follow nine teens and one teacher through a 
seemingly ordinary day.

Thanks to a bully in gym class, unpopular Nate suffers 
a broken finger – the middle one, splinted to flip off the 
world. It won’t be the last time a middle finger is raised 

on this day. Over the course of a single day, these voices 
and others speak loud and clear about the complex dance 
that is life in a small town. On any given day, the line where 

presentation and perception meet is a tenuous one, so 
hard to discern. Unless, of course, one looks a little closer 

– and reads between the lines.

The bestselling novel about love, loss and 
hope from the twice Carnegie Medal-winning 

Patrick Ness.

Conor has the same dream every night, ever since his 
mother first fell ill, ever since she started the treatments 

that don’t quite seem to be working. But tonight is 
different. Tonight, when he wakes, there’s a visitor at his 

window. It’s ancient, elemental, a force of nature. And 
it wants the most dangerous thing of all from Conor. It 

wants the truth. Patrick Ness takes the final idea of the 
late, award-winning writer Siobhan Dowd and weaves an 
extraordinary and heartbreaking tale of mischief, healing 

and above all, the courage it takes to survive.

A Monster Calls
By Patrick Ness

“Moving and compelling... outstanding writing”. 
— The East Anglian Times

“Incredibly thought-provoking and emotional... a complete 
stunner of a book which I couldn’t rate anything below five 

out of five stars. I loved it!” —  UKYA

“Dark and dangerous, beautifully illustrated and even 
a bit hopeful.” 

— Charlie Fletcher, author of the Stoneheart trilogy

9781406339345
Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99

 12+ years

June
2015

July
2015

I’ll Give You the Sun
by Jandy Nelson

From the critically acclaimed author of The Sky 
Is Everywhere, a radiant novel that will leave you 

laughing and crying – all at once. For fans of John 
Green, Gayle Forman and Lauren Oliver.

Jude and her twin Noah were incredibly close – until 
a tragedy drove them apart, and now they are barely 

speaking. Then Jude meets a cocky, broken, beautiful 
boy as well as a captivating new mentor, both of whom 

may just need her as much as she needs them. What 
the twins don’t realize is that each of them has only half 
the story and if they can just find their way back to one 

another, they have a chance to remake their world.

9781406326499
Arrp $17.95 • NZrrp $19.99

Walker Books • Pbk • Young Adult Fiction
14+ years 9781406348460

Arrp $16.95 • NZrrp $18.99
 9+ years

Walker Books • Pbk • Young Adult Fiction

Bronze and Sunflower 
By Cao Wenxuan

A classic, heartwarming tale set to the backdrop of 
the Chinese cultural revolution.

 A beautifully written, timeless tale by bestselling Chinese 
author Cao Wenxuan. When Sunflower, a young city girl, 

moves to the countryside, she grows to love the reed 
marsh lands – the endlessly flowing river, the sky that 

stretches on and on in its vastness. However, the days 
are long, and the little girl is lonely until she meets Bronze. 
Soon the pair are inseparable, but life in Damaidi is hard, 
and Bronze’s family can barely afford to feed themselves. 

Will the city girl be able to stay in this place where she 
has finally found happiness?

June
2015

June 
2015

May
2015

9781406361803
Arrp $19.95 • NZrrp $21.99

Walker Books • Pbk • Young Adult Fiction
16+ years

My Name is Lizzie Flynn - 
A Story of the Rajah Quilt

By Claire Saxby
Illustrated by Elizabeth Newcomb

Based on the true story of a quilt made by 
convict women on board the Rajah, bound 

for Australia.

Lizzie Flynn has nothing but her name when she 
boards the Rajah, which is bound for the penal 

colony of Australia. On board the Rajah the convict 
women were given a “useful bag” containing 

among other things fabric and needle and thread. 
The women were taught to sew and together they 
made the Rajah quilt which is currently housed in 

the National Library.

9781922179913
Arrp $24.95 • NZrrp $27.99

Black Dog Books • Hbk • Picture Book
 7+ years 9781925126365

Arrp $17.95 • NZrrp $19.99
13+ years

Black Dog Books • Pbk • Young Adult Fiction

Freedom Ride 
By Sue Lawson

There’s no hiding from prejudice.

Robbie knows bad things happen in Walgaree. But 
it’s nothing to do with him. That’s just the way the 

Aborigines have always been treated. In the summer 
of 1965 racial tensions in the town are at boiling point, 

and something headed Walgaree’s way will blow things 
apart. It’s time for Robbie to take a stand. Nothing will 

ever be the same.

July
2015

June 
2015

Walker Books • Pbk • Young Adult Fiction

A Monster Calls
By Patrick Ness

Illustrated by Jim Kay

*Unillustrated Edition *Illustrated Edition

Black Dog Books


